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This is my standard simple Planguage example. It shows a bit more (Current, 
Record, Wish) than the bare minimum of a performance requirement.
Someone said that the ‘requirements should be SMART’. Of course Planguage 
provides SMART requirements.
See www.malotaux.nl/planguage for an explanation of the elements shown.
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See www.malotaux.nl/processes
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In the Delivery cycle we are Optimizing requirements and checking 
assumptions, while delivering real value to stakeholders

Are we DELIVERING the right things, in the right order, to the right level of 
detail?

A Delivery Cycle takes usually not more than two weeks.

Cutting the work and deliveries into small pieces is one of the difficult 
issues in Evo. People, however, can learn this in a very short time, if 
coached well.
Most Project Managers say “Nice story. But MY project is different, so in 
MY project this is not possible”. We found that it is ALWAYS possible. It 
takes not more than an hour to make people find out themselves.

There are more cycles on the organization level (strategy, roadmap), but 
these are beyond the scope of this talk.
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The basic working cycle in Evo is the task-cycle. Normally we work in weekly 
task-cycles, in which all we agree to will be finished.
We learn estimation within a few weeks, which allows us to do better planning 
and prediction of the future.
We select the highest priority tasks only, we should never work on any lower 
priority tasks (by definition)

Are we DOING the right things, in the right order, to the right level of detail

• There are only about 26 real effort hours in a week
We select about two-thirds of the time for our project work. Be realistic: we have 
to go to the toilet, drink coffee, help each other, talk to each other, have 
meetings, etc. So, if we think we can do more real effort than about 2/3, we are 
fooling ourselves and we will fail anyway. Being realistic about this, allows us to 
succeed. People enjoy success. Success breeds motivation. Motivation is the 
Motor of Productivity. So, by being realistic, we are more productive. Practice 
proves this!

• Tasks are always done, 100% done
We use a time-box, rather than a feature-box.
This is to avoid the 90% syndrome: When 90% is done, people start the next 
90%. Only by getting things 100% done, no need to think about it any more, we 
know what we have finished and can we learn to better estimate future work.
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Every task-cycle, we are working on tasks for the current delivery. Some 
deliveries need preparation of more than just two weeks. So, we may also 
be working on tasks that make future deliveries possible.
Feedback from deliveries may generate new tasks, or change envisaged 
tasks.
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See www.malotaux.nl/threestepprocedure
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See also www.malotaux.nl/weeklyplanning
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I was asked to coach a project where very clever Systems Engineers we 
developing an earth observation instrument to be launched this year.
These people said to me: “Niels. We are doing this kind of work already for 27 
years. We’re very good at it. What do you think you can add to that?”, which of 
course was a relevant question. 
Well, I didn’t have to tell them much about Planguage because seasoned 
Systems Engineers know how to quantify requirements (example on next slide).
But there was one thing they still hadn’t mastered: The missed every deadline 
and were complaining about impossible deadlines.
9 weeks later, and ever since they didn’t miss any deadline.
I’ll explain how they did this.
A few weeks ago I heard that they delivered one day before the expected 
deadline.
Normally, all their projects take at least one year more than the expected 
deadline.
Savings: 40 man year.
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Example of requirements I found on Internet (but cannot find anymore ).
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Schedule pressure? What schedule pressure?
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Download www.malotaux.nl/doc.php?id=20
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See www.malotaux.nl/timeline
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See www.malotaux.nl/timeline
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See www.malotaux.nl/doc.php?id=19      chapter 4.7.1, page 70
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Click: Start a TaskCycle by drawing a line. Put ticks on the line for days or weeks, depending on the scale. Weeks for 
several deliveries. Days to detail actual work.
Click: In this case we show the days for the TaskCycle we are planning.
Click: We add the project Deliveries (In this project Friday 11:00)
Click: The TaskCycle we are planning is for a sub-team, delivering a Result to the main-team for integration into the 
Main-team Delivery. We decided that the sub-team will deliver end of Tuesday, so that their result is available to the 
main-team on Wednesday morning.
Click: So, the sub-team DeliveryCycle ends Tuesday evening. Therefore the TaskCycle for the sub-team starts 
Wednesday morning.
Click: This is a team starting with Evo planning, so we take a bit more time for Eco coaching, so we decide the gross 
available time for the team to be 36 hrs. If people work full time, this means 24 hr plannable time.
Click: We checked the Tasks already prepared by Serge and Gregory. Serge is Project Lead for 4 more people in his 
sub-team, so he needs to plan time for Management by Walking Around (MbWA), and planning the next week for the 
team. Then he planned several work tasks. Project Management easily deteriorates when the PM is also working. Rule: 
First manage. If you still have time left: manage better. If you really have time left, you may do some work. In order to get
the Delivery on time Serge still had to do a lot of work himself, knowing that he’d have to catch up on management the 
next week. His 24 hrs just fit.
Gregory had planned 42 hours of “necessary” work. This didn’t fit the 24 hrs, so even if he’d try, he wouldn’t succeed and 
the Delivery would fail. Deliveries may not fail.
Click: First we found out that the Design Tasks were not for this Delivery and that the information to do the design wasn’t 
even sufficiently available from the main team. So we moved these Tasks to the future. Note that the team automatically 
puts Repair Tasks on the planning after a delivery, with time = 0. The idea is that based on the result of the Delivery, an 
estimate for the repair time will be made.
Click: The team embraced the ZeroDefects idea by stating that from now on their goal would be to keep the Repair Task 
at 0 hr. This attitude alone already prevents defects and the team wanted to reap this benefit immediately.
Click: Now we were at 30 hr. Still 6 hours to move. The past week, Gregory had been struggling with XML, actually 
spending more time than he liked on it. Jerome knew XML better and had some time to spare. So we decided to move 
the two XML tasks to Jerome. Because Jerome would be quicker with XML, he said he’d need 3 hrs per Task to do the 
work. This didn’t relieve Gregory completely from these Tasks, because he would have to explain the Tasks to Jerome 
and integrate Jeromes result in his own result. So Gregory planned 1 hr each for both Tasks, in stead of the original 4 hr 
each. Now he had 24 planned hrs and he accepted the responsibility to deliver.

One week later, Serge and Gregory delivered. No stress. They even had a few hours left to implement something extra 
that they decided was actually forgotten in the design. (Tomorrow, Friday, Serge is going to present his delivery in 
Eindhoven. I’ll be there to see whether he’ll really make a smile on the Stakeholders faces)
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I think this Gilb-quote is important to remember.
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See www.malotaux.nl/importanceoftime
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See www.malotaux.nl/preflection
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See www.malotaux.nl/pdca
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http://www.malotaux.nl/designlog
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See www.malotaux.nl/importanceoftime
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See www.malotaux.nl/diffeffortleadtime
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